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Hey! it; s James Brown

students a�d faculty will miss the presence of Dr s
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U.S. terrorist policy changing

In the news....
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StUdY tour at UC Davis offered

By Greg Stuart

U OP students will fl:ave an opportuntiy during the spring semester
. a dose-u
p V1ew of the State Government of California
to o
by
� a two-quarter study tout' at the University of California at
Da�: (The program runs from January to June only.)
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n Sunda y, November 2,
Davi d
Jacob sen,
an
American held hostage in Lebanon
for 17 months by Moslem ex
tremists, was released in West
Beirut.
The same day, in a message
distributed in Beirut, the Islamic
Jihad kidnappers said that the
Reagan administration had made
undisclosed gestures to secure the
release of the six hostages in cap
tivity, including Jacobsen.
The Reagan administration has
maintained that it would never
negotiate with "terrorists", but
Jacobsen's release was a strong
indication that contacts of some
kind have been taking place.
According to published reports,

.
students from other private colleges throug
Ltvmg together wtth
ho ut �e �!e, students
�e part in a Sacramento Seminar,
to the Cap1tal m Sacramento, talks with staff and
including
_
members of the Legislat
ure, and interviews with lobbyists and

�

VISits

joumalists. J!ttemships �d research projects are part of the program.
Students mterested m tfte program are invited to contact the
Departme nt of Political Science (Dr. Briscoe at WPC 129) to learn

more .

Briscoe says ''The Capital Campus program is a rare opportunity
fro��!- UOP t o earn credits while seeing the working of
politics firsth and m Sacramento. You are not required to transfer
from one school to another. You remain a hUOP student
Applications from all students with 2.5 averages or better will be
screened by November 24. Only one student from UOP will be eligible

for.� student

to attend.
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Teacher applicants neede(;t at home and abroad
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By Mary Alvnn E'Golf

Jet, set for Christmas Pr&-- Rus� pa.rtY
�ber 2 has been cb� as th� dat� of the Annual Panhell�
Cluistnuls Pre-rush Party. Ladies will have the opportunity to visit

each of the four sororities dlll'in3 this function. Sign-ups for formal
. on December
rush, w�ch will take place from J anuary 14-19, will be
4. All women planning to sign-up are reminded to bring with them a
list of their current activities, high school activities (if a freshman)

December 4.

Kahn to explain Neo-Nazi movement

UOP's former Drama Dept. Chair, Sy Kahn, will be the tenth
speaker in the "World on Wednesday" fall lecture series on November
19. A Fulbright Scholar to Greece, Poland, Austria, and Portugal,

Kahn has taken personal interest in the Neo Nazi movements in
Europe. Kahn will share first hand experiences and insight to this
m ovement and it's impact on Austria, in connection with their last
presidential election in which Kurt Waldheim, accused to have been a
murderer during
orld War 11, was the chosen victor. His topic is
titled ''Austrian Amnesia: The Waldheim Case.''
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CEO of Mother's Cake and Cookie Co. speaks

The International Association of Students in Economics and Com
m erce (AIESEC) will be sponsoring Monsieur Miche Laverne to
atiOnal Center.
speak on November 18 at 7 p.m. in the Bechtel Intern
Monsieur Laverne is the Chief Executive Officer of Mother's Cake
and Cookie Co. which is now a subsidy of the French based Ge�erale
the
Bisc uit. He will speak on the introduction of consumer products m
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The ASUOP Senate has recently voted two
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with Iraq.
Officials said the American
strategy called for U.S. efforts to
improve relations with Iran on
several conditions: Iran agrees to
stop exporting terrorism and revo
lution in the Persian Gulf, negotia
tions which lead to an end to the
Iran-Iraq war, and Tehran help the
U.S. gain the release of American
hostages held by pre-Iranian fac
tions in Lebanon.
The American strategy was car
ried out largely by the National Se
curity Council, while circumvent
ing Congress, the Pentagon, the
C.I.A., and the State Department.
Secretary of State George Shultz
and Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger were also "kept out of
the loop," possibly because they
disagreed with the Presidents decision.

When· asked about reports that
Shultz had split with the admini
stration over the alleged "deal"
with Iran, Reagan said, "We've all
been working together." Later,
when asked whether Shultz and
Weinberger support the program,
Reagan said, "Yes."
Insisting that any speculation or
reporting - accurate or not - about
the situation could endanger Amer
icam still in Lebanon, the
administration remains quiet.
However, congressional sources
say that investigations into the
covert negotiations with Iran are
beginning immediately. Represen
tative Robert G. Taricelli, D.-N.J.,
a member of the House Foreign
Affairs subcommittee on Europe
and the Middle East, said that if
the reports are true, "people are
going to answer with their careers.'

Cranston to continue in Senate

The Foreign and Domestic Teachers Organization needs teacher
applicants in all fields from k.inderganen through college to fill over
six hundred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad. The
organization has been finding vacancies and locating teachers, both in
foreign countries and all 50 states, for nearly 20 years. For additional
free information� write The National Teacher's Placement Agency.
Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland OR, 97208.

grade point average and $5.00, on

Israel, with the blessing of the
White House, shipped Iran spare
parts and missiles for U.S.-made
F-4 jet fighters, as well as parts for
American-made C130 planes , radar,
and other war supplies.
Original reports of the secret
negotiations began appearing on
Tuesday, November 4, after the
speaker of the Iranian Parliament
said that former White House
national security advisor Robert
McFarlane had visited Tehran, car
rying a message from Reagan.
Asked by reporters whether he had
made a deal with Iran, Reagan
said, "No comment."
It appears that administration
officials began working with Israeli
authorities 18 months ago to ar
range top-secret deliveries to Te
hran, of U.S. arms desperately
needed by Iran in its see-saw war

A

fter waging perhaps the most
expensive campaign in the
country, Ed Zschau was defeated
hy incumbent, Alan Cranston.
Although ZsChau was thought
by some to be the "breath of fresh
air" California needed, he couldn't
end Cranston's 18-year Senate car
eer.
Cranston was the projected win
ner throughout election night and
his victory helped to give the
Democrats control of the Senate.
Zschau, a former Stanford and
Harvard business professor who
founded a high-tech firm in Silicon
Valley before winning his pennisu
la Congressional Seat in 1982, won
the Republican Senate primary
against a tough field of conserva
tives by stressing his moderation.
From the start of the campaign,
it appeared that Zschau would
pose as Cranston's greatest chal
lenge in his long political career;
however, Zschau, without the
hard-hitting conservative credenti
als necessary to win over Californi
a Republicans, may have been too

green a candidate to out-run Cran
ston.
Cranston, with 18 years of ex
perience, was successful in trans
forming Zschau's moderation in
to a liability by characterizing him
as,someone who stood for nothing.
Many fa�tors stood out � m.
portant in the Zschau-Cranston
campaign, including Cranston's
run for president in 1984. Californi
a's polls showed that many voters
predictably casted ballots accord
ing to party loyalty. 34 percent of
voters chose Cranston because he
is a Democrat, while 38 percent of
the voters chose Zschau because he
is Republican.
ZsChau supporters voted for him
because he took a stand against
Chief Justice Rose Bird and also
because he is more conservative
than Cranston.
California polls showed Cran
ston winning among liberals nine
to one, and Zschau winning among
the conservatives three to one.
Moderates chose Cranston over
Zschau three to two.
Election totals in San Joaquin
County put Zschau ahead with
56,961 votes and Cranston with

Propositions made
election interesting
StaffWnter

By Robyn Gillon

roposals to set up nuclear
free zones. fmance highway
improvements, slow growth, as
well as voting on county-wide
measures and elections brought
Northern California voters to the
polls on Tuesday, November 4,
1986.
In San Joaquin County, the
elections included voting on
measures dealing with Stockton
charter and Stockton growth. The
voting also included voting for
District Attorney and the Board of

P

Supervisors in the 4th district.
Three measures were voted on
dealing with the Stockton charter.
They were: district voting, citywide
voting, and lateral entry. By a wide
margin, all of these measures were

passed.
Measures dealing with Stockton's growth were also voted on
and all were passed. Some of these
measures dealt with the growth of
places such as Spanos Park, and

Harbor Cove.
It was a close race for San
Joaquin County District Attorney
between Richard Elcherberger and
John Phillips. John Philslip was
voted District Attomey by a small
margin of appr oxim ately 1400
votes.

The election for the Board of
Supervisors in the 4th District in
San Joaquin County was won by
George Barber who beat Richard
Woolstram by a close margin.
Proposition 61, an attempt to
limit the salaries, sick leave, and
vacation time of government wor
kers, was voted down on Tuesday.
Public officials in San Joaquin
County expressed delight at the
overwhelming rejection of the pro

position.
According to The Stockton Re
cord, Gaylord "Ace" Nelson,
county Superintendent of Schools,
stated, "I'm pleased the electorate
recognized the measure for what it
was - ambigious· and poorly con

ceived."
Proposition 63, an attempt to
have English as the official
language was voted on and passed
by a v. ide margin.
Proposition 64, dealt with the
AIDS quarantine. According t�

The Stockton Record and top local

health district officials, "It's defeat
may help potential victims of
AIDS to feel more comfortable
seeking tests and treatment."
Proposition 65 is a toxic safe
guard law. This initiative will re
quire that people be alerted of the
presence of toxic. and cancer
causing chemicals in drinking wat
er.

45,385 votes. Statewide results
gave Cranston 1,264,356 and
Zschau, 1.�.�5.
It was a long and hard campaign
for 72-year-old Cranston, but

post

neither he nor his supporters gave
up. Hard work to get voters to the
polls boosted Cranston through
the close race.

At World on WedDelday, former Volleyball Coach Terry �

dilcuMed the relatloasblp between sports and wortd polltlcs.

World on Wednesday

Liskevych on sports
By Todd Lincoln

StaffWnter

P

eople are basically the same
everywhere. It doesn't mat
ter where I travel, good or bad,
rich or poor, people all strive to be
happy and free. All people want to
do is get ahead of the other guy,"
said Terry Liskevych.
The former University of the
Pacific volleyball coach spoke to a
crowded World on Wednesday
audience Novembe r 5 at the

Bechtel Center.
"Americans feel that they can go
to any nation, and by virtue of
being Americans, we can suddenly
have everyone groveling at our
feet," he said.
Liskevych left UOP in 1985 after
nine years of champ ionship
volleyball to head the Women's
National Olympic Team.
"The people of Communist
countries love the U.S.; the gover
nment may not like us, but the
people love us. There is only one
reason, not money, not anything,
it's that our country embodies
freedom,'' said the speaker.
Liskevych defended ius belief that
politics use international sports as
a vehicle for governmental
manipulation. (Yet he strongly
believes that sports transcend

politics.) "I do not want to be a
political tool for the United States
or any other nation. I am proud to
be an American. However, I don't
always agree with my country's
policies...yet everywhere I travel, I
maintain my apolitical phil
osophy."
Liskevych then referred to the
"catharsis theory." The theory's
believers feel that beating up on
each other on the athletic field or
in the Olympics is a deterrent of
war. Whether the country is win
ning or not, this makes the country
feel
good
and
therefore
discourages war, according to
Liskevych.
"This is great for politicians, but
for sports, it is simply B.S.
Athletes want to play the best. We
could care less if they are Japanese,
Soviets, black, green or white. We
want the best athlete on the op
posite side of the floor," said
Liskevlych.
If Liskevych had his way,
everybody would play sports stric
tly for fun. "I wish everyone could
be taught volleyball in mass par
ticipation so many people can be
exposed to volleyball and par
ticipate in sports. This is, of cour
se, pure Utopia. It will never hap
pen in America."
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Rush proposal dries up
By Stephanie Gandy
NewsEd1tor

'Mvc

impressions are that a
ombination of totally dry
rush events, plus having a couple
of responsible activities where
alcohol is served is a legitimate way
to put on a successf.ul rush
program," said Greg Boardman of
the Office of Student Life, when
asked about his opinions on having
a dry fraternity rush.
The issue of having more dry
rush parties was brought to a vote
before the InterfraternitY Council
last month. It was met with a
variety of reactions from the five
social ·fraternities at UOP. (It
should be noted that the profes
sional fraternities are under differ
ent governing bodies. IFC decisions
do not affect them.
For three years in a row, dry
rush, or rather, implementing
more dry rush parties into the rush
program, has been the subject of
much discussion within IFC and
the fraternity houses. Last year, it
was decided that all preference
bbq's (the party before bids go out)
would have no alcohol. This year,
the proposition was to extend the
no-alcohol policy to the Open
House parties.
"Overall, it's a lot cheaper for
the houses (to have dry rush},"
started Marc Villers, co-chairman
of this year's rush. He noted, as
did Boardman, that houses serving
alcohol during rush must take out
sizeable insurance policies. The
University requires a $500,<XX> lia
bility coverage from each house
this year. The fraternities' national
chapters, as with Phi Delta Theta,
may have other coverage require
ments. Norman Allen, president of
that house, commented that their
coverage is twice that amount.
Another reason the dry rush
option is favored by some IFC
members, was, according to Vil
lers, "you get to know a lot of the

Following the discussion of the
pros and cons.of the issue, a vote
was taken, the outcome was 8-7, in
favor of keeping the use of alcohol
during Open House up to the
discretion of each house.
Phi Delta Theta for one, vol
unteered as a house to run a dry O
pen House. "It was a personal choi
ce," stated Allen. "We wanted to
have clear heads and for others to
have clear heads when they looked
at us for the first time," he said.

guys on a different level."
Emphasizing responsible drink
ing is a goal of many houses,
"We have a value in responsible
drinking," said Allen, adding,
"The key word there is resp onsi
ble." "We'd like to show others
that greeks are more responsible
and that we do more than just
party," Villers commented.
On the other hand, Villers said,
"If you have a wet rush, it's a lot
easier to break the ice." Oppo
nents of the dry rush proposal were
also concerned about the conti
nuity of their traditional theme
parties.
On an administr ative view ,
Boardman said, "in talking to
Greek advisors around the coun
try...they have a mixed reaction to
a totally dry rush." More pro
blems, (for example in enforcing
the policy), could result from a
University mandate on dry rush,
according to Boardman.

By Brian Thompson

A

panheid is over in South
Africa. What we hear about
it, and what is reported in the
media are simply the ramifications
of apartheid's dismantling," said
historian and author Otto Scott.
Scott emphasized how import
ant South Africa is to America's
survival during his speech in
UOP's University Center Theatre
last week. The speech , sponsored
by UPBEAT, had approximately
40 people attending the event.
"Liberals are tQO concerned
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All students remaining on campus during Thanksgiving break,
Wednesday, November 26 to Sunday, November 30, should be aware
of the following Housing and Dining Services schedule:
Housing:
All residence facilities will officially closed at 10 a.m., Wed
nesday, November 26. Buildings will re-open on Sunday,
November 30 at 2 p.m.
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Elbert CoveliDining Hall will be closed after lunch on Tuesday,
November 25 and will re-open for dinner on Sunday, November
30.
The Ralhskellar will close after dinner on Tuesday, November 25.
It w111 open again for lunch on Monday, December 1
The Redwood Room will be closed after lunch on Wednesday,
November 26, and will be re-opened at lunch on Monday,
December 1 .
The Summit will close after lunch on Wednesday, November 26.
It will re-open for breakfast on Monday, December 1.
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with ending apartheid to unde
rstand that the white minority in
Petoria must maintain control of
the government or the country
could fall to the Communists,"
said Scott. "There are not enough
educated blacks in South Africa
right now to operate the govern
ment."
Scott's latest book, The Other
End of The Lifeboat, shows how
critical South Africa is to Ameri
ca's survival. Scott writes that "we
are both in the same lifeboat: if
South Africa sinks, so will Ameri
ca." There were about S<XX> copies
of the book published in 1985.
Confmning that he does not
approve of, or support, the system
of apartheid, Scott said he does

•

•

Peta.luma

Thanksgiving Schedule

Dining Services:
Callison Dining Hall will be open during Thanksgiving vacation
for all meal ticket holders.
Gnce Covell Dining Hall will ,close after dinner on Tuesday,
November 25. It will re-open at breakfast on Monday, December
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Scott enlightens group on S. Africa
Sports EdltOI
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Santa Rosa

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, a national
fraternity like Phi Delta Theta, will
be having an entirely dry rush from
now on. This was a decision made
by their national leaders. "The
Supreme Council said it was about
time we supported responsible
drinking nationwide," said Eric
Zimmerman of SAE. Consequent
ly, the open house parties of SAE
and Phi Delta Theta will be given
on the same night.

• Chico

Lindsay

believe that apartheid is not as
important as the threat of South
Africa being taken over by pro
Communist countries. Scott main
tained that the Soviet Union is the
biggest human rights violator of all
time. They (the communists) are
the ones using the issue of apar
theid as a smokescreeen because
they believe the road to world
conquest lies through control of
Africa.
"There are people in the Soviet
block who would gladly trade
places to have the freedoms en
joyed by blacks in South Mrica.
But if the Soviets and their friends
destroy South Africa, they will
have a stranglehold on America's
economy and military."
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Buy one smoll cup yogurt.
get one small cup FREE

Featuring Fresh Frozen Yogurt

6 Flavors Daily

3202 PACIFIC AVENUE. STOCKTON
465-8566

Also. vtsrf our stores in:
Concord
Rictvnoncl
Morogo
Newark
Pleosonton
Son FranciSCo
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RICO'S ITALIAN PIZZA
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lAY£ WITH THIS COUltON :
r,Of' lAY£ WffH THIS COUltON I
lAVE WffH THIS COUII!ON
r'fi�\1·ntot" Rico
Ex p1resDec 4
•s
Exp�resD ec. 4
'fi�� Rico·s Expires Dec. 4 :fio.t'�r,Of'Rico's
DINNER
ALL·YOU·
TAKEOUT
FOR
CAN-EAT
OR EAT
•I
FOUR
'Lus
Lunch Buffet
HERE

$895

$299
TAX

Large 16" cheese piua plus 1 item.
Pitcher of your favOfite soda.

Includes: pizza, spaghetti, soup,

salad bar. and garlic bread.

offer good at Rico's Pizza

offer good et Rico's Pizza

1 21 7 W. March Lane

1 21 7 W. March Lane

Not valid on "to go" orders.
N!
Iid w1th any other offer
��•••
•••

t

200

Any24" Family or 26" Party Pizza.

Ally 14" lleclum or
11" LMtt Pizza.

11:30 until2 p.m.

Monday thru Friday

�

$

offer good at Rico's Pizza

1 21 7 W. March Lane

Not valid on "to go" orders.

Not valid with env other offer
Not valid With any other offer
.. ••••••••••••••••-••• • •--•
•••••--•••••••••

••••••·••w•�•

1 21 7 W. March Lane

477-2624
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lfldrlDI Nebraska Go�.� Kerry offtdalbr tamed down u offer
ftOill Harvard to teach a semmar on politi
cs next year
tf8Ch instead as some other colleges and high schools . adding iie may
But Harvard, says Dean Hale Champion
. never offered Keryr a job
Cbampion recalls a "conversation" with Kerry about teaching
JOil.credit seminar• but that he
never offered the position to
aovernor.

u!

· ·

hi

()blo State� opened a display of eyegl•ues
(:ollinS. cartOOniSt Charles Schultz, Gerald For owaed by Joan
d, Sophia loren,
.
oeor�e Bush, Stephen Kina
and
Dean
Martin
, among other
.
cdebnties.
osu Prof ...Aro� Augsburger, who organiZed the exhibit, says it

de!JlOnstrates the -m.portance of good vision" to success.

Nlapra Univenlty 111Spended Harry Kallet and
Michael Wiscosi
the two students who tried to go over Niagara Falls
in a barrel and twi
tD be rescued. ,
The cam pus JUdicial board S81d the two bad violated camp
·

.

.

us rules
,pnst disorderly cond�ct, endangering their own lives and, because
of the scary rescue police had to engineer, endangering the lives of

ramen to

•

dhei'S ·

•'To further untvenal knowledge of the benefits of tenestrill
slug research fund,"
two Universtty of Tennessee students have started The
Slug aub,
.ttose motto advises foUowers to "chua a slug in a mug."
.
Owgging slugs, adds club Vice J»resident Ed Pickles, also will help
�uce the number of people who drink wine coolers...

� (�lugs) and to establish a worldwide

earmar

Tbe UnmnitY of Wbudpea and lW tu.er Communlty eo.ge say
llf're bavbag b'oilble bandina out scholarships
ked for

are

jgdeots

who have at least a B average. UW ac:lminit$tra or Peter
1)ueck specula�es it's bealuse students
afraid they won't qualify
tr the money, and want to avoid em.barassment.

-

nk

-

Pelm State, fn�entor of the Alumni Credit �
which, it hopes,
announced last week the new issue of its
Jrlll increase donations
ilumni magazine will feature chocolate-scented ink to celebrate a new
bean .
Jt.S million grant to study the

�

cocoa

demonstrators eontlnue at Maryland, Oklahoma,

came rman

,... Jobas Hopkins. The National Day of Protest was three weeks

flO, but Oklahoma students continued their protests when President

)Piqpw
to No
to campaign last week.
Maryland and Johns Hopkins students rallied again when their
trustees refused to divest.
University of Texas Presi�ent� William Cunningham, however,
fllied about the school's investments With students, many of whom
been arrested in a sit�n
i at his office the week before.

E ·eter
indsay

ak

was

But Georgia State Rep. Tyrone Brooks urged a student anti
group in Atlanta to keep protesting, saying the recent
Dl!rDOJrate retreat from South Africa
a sham .

Gflllrtbei'
l d

Nftabbor sues Unherslty of Colorado f.-at. under

organized trlme
Steven McCauley daims a Phi Delta Theta member beat biin
er be complained to
about noise at the Phi nata bouse, and
other members vandalized his property.
M!Oluley's suit which asks the court to shut down the frat is
ed to be the frrst time the Colorado Organized Crime Control
has been used against a student organization.
Bill Warren a photographer for The Colorado Doily, a campus
ed him this may be the
Delta member
says a
you ever take" when he went to the house to cover the lawswt

poltce

•

,

warn .
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LPHIA, PA
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(CPS) -- Haltingly and without much suc
cess, black and white student groups on a handful of campuses
have experimented with integration in recent weeks.
At the University of Pennsylvania here, for example, a white student
·tried to join the Black Student League until fina!\y bring rebuffed last
week.
At Alabama, several black greek groups moved to the previously
all-white fraternity row, and a black sorority admitted a white pledge.
Mississippi's Black Student Union, hoping to improve campus race
relations, appointed two white students to its board.
But some whites and blacks on some of the campuses don't believe the
experiments are worth doing, or ultimately workable.
"The trend across the country is that one person is accepted (in a
fraternity or sorotity) for a short period of time, and then they leave or
drop out," said University of Alabama President Joab Thomas upon
hearing of a white student pledging a black sorority.
At Penn, freshman Sydney Thornbury applied for membership in the
Black Student League (BSL) in early September.
BSL Leaders initially told Thornbury, who said she wanted to join
because she is "sincerely interested" in helping advance black student
causes, that they didn't want her.
"Offering (Thornbury) a full membership would have changed our
organization," explains BSL spokeswoman Traci Miller. "It wouldn't
have been a black students' group any longer."
But after some public controversy, the BSL offered Thornbury an
"associate membership." BSL leaders then could not decide just what an
"associate member" could or could not do, and Thornbury last week
withdrew her application.
"She really only wanted to cause trouble in the ranks," Miller says.
"She proved it by backing off when we offered her an associate
membership."
Black student groups, of course, began to crop up on campuses in the
late sLxties, when mostly white colleges first began admitting minority
students in large numbers.
The new arrivals complained they felt isolated, out-of-place and
ignored at the colleges, which often had to be forced by court orders to
admit them.
To promote their special concerns, protect their hard-won gains and,
ultimately, to give themselves a social center of gravity, the black students
often formed their own groups.
"There's a profound rejection for (black students) in white schools,"
says Barnard College psychology Prof. Jacqueline Fleming, who wrote a

book called "Blacks in College."·
She says "students don't expect (the rejection), and it's very painful, so
they retreat into black organizations."
But black student unions at Michigan State, UC Santa Barbara,
Illinois State and Loyola-New Orleans, among others, struggled for
members in the early eighties as black students began gravitating toward
newly robust minority fraternities for social sustenance.
Minority frantenities and sororities, though, also have stayed to
themselves.
At the University of Illinois-Urbana, for example, "only one or two
(black) greek organizations choose even to belong to the Interfraternity
Council or the Panhellenic," says Bruce Nesbitt, director of the Afro
American Cultural Program.
"They choose to have their own identity, but they do interact with
non-black greeks on occasion. There is no one camp
establishment
blacks identify with. Most of their socializing outside of black-onlv
groups is at house parties."
Alabama sociology Prof. Donal Muir, who has been surveying
black-white race relations for 20 years, contends social integration on
American campuses has preceeded a Jot more slowly than classroom
integration.

Indeed, many blacks on predominantly white campuses now complain
more about vague, social feelings of "discomfort" than overt racism.
At Penn, "black students aren't restricted," Miller reports, "but they
don't always feel confortable. Feeling welcome on campus has been a
problem."
At Illinois, blacks are "very aware of racism, but most choose to
ignore it or adjust to it."
There are, in fact, plenty of reminders of racism on campus.
Last spring, two Alabama white students burned a cross in front of a
house on "sorority row" after a black sorority announced it was
relocating there.
At Texas, two whites wearing Ronald Reagan masks tried to push a
former Black Student Alliance president through an eight-story residence
hall window.
And at The Citadel last week, five white students accused of dressing in
white sheets, yelling obscenities at a black student and burning a paper
cross on his floor were suspended for the remainder of the year.

Financial aid forms: On time or ·a fine
B-

ATON ROUGE,

-

It

will

cost

LA (CPS)
Southern

University students money if they
don't preregister for classes or if
they don't submit their financial
aid applications on time, SU of
ficials announced last week.
As hundreds of schools across
the country complain "complex"
and confusing new aid application
procedures have .delayed getting
aid to some students, Southern is
putting the burden of getting the
application in on time squarely on

the students.
Other schools are trying. Uni
versity of Florida officials two
weeks ago publicly warned students
they'll get their aid late next fall if
they dawdle submitting their appli

whose aid checks don't arrive in
time to pay tuition next fall may
not be allowed to attend classes.
Texas is especially sensitive to
the issue because it had to lend
students millions of dollars to u'c
for tuition until the government
distrubuted Pell Grants, many of
which still hadn't reached students
by October l.
Arthur Jackson, aid director at
the University of Massachusetts at

Next trips

- Miami,

Amherst, said the delays might
have kept some students from
going to college this fall.
Jackson and others blamed the
delays on new paperwork required
by the U.S. Dept. of Education,
which is trying to insure that
students who get aid are in fact
eligible for it.
Trying to rectify the problem,
the department held a seminar for
aid officials at black colleges, where,
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1562 S.EI Dorado St.
Stockton, CA 95206
(209) 464-7562

CLOSED MONDAYS
TUES.-SAT. 10 a.m.- 10 p.m.
SUN. 10 a:m.- 6 p.m.
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Burritos rolled, deep fried with
Chicken, Pork or Beef and Mon
tery Jack Cheese filling, topped
with a Tangy Sauce of Green
Onion, Cilantro, Garnished with
Shredded Lettuce, Sliced Tomato
and Parmesan Cheese, Sour
Cream and Guacamole, served
with Rice, Beans, Tortillas and
Butter, Deliciosio!

PHIL KEAGGY BAND
Saturday

NOVEMBER 15, 7:30 PM

------------------------------------·----------i

at
ATHE RTON AUDITORIUM
DELTA COLLEGE
5151 Pacific Ave., St oc kt on

GENERAL ADMISSION:

BASS

a-.p-.....
Rhomi>Productiona
.

(209) 466-BASS

•sAME DAV SERVICE ON
MOST PRESCRIPTIONS

SOFT CONTACTS
DAILy WEAR, EXTEND�D WEAR
N

$ 1S029

OR

com�ete

s.
eom. SC)heriUI contact lense
Price includes: �ontact lens.
.
care kit·ancl follow up care

BIFOCAL
PRESCRIPTION S

$17

goo

es.
permeable hard lens
Large inventorv of gas

•.so

TOWERNIDEO

Wherehouse Stores

FOR Y2 PRICE
(same value or less)

:!""'...: 11·121
,,_�:!:.:
For Pootage

LODI: Living Way

TICKET MASTER

BUY 1 DINNER
GET THE SECOND

$8.50 ($9.00 at the door)

TICKETS AT ... STOCKTON: Dearborns-Zondervans

Call: t-800-654-6933

tions $10, and assess students who
don't preregister for classes $30.

Old Mexico

BAND
BRYAN DUNCAN
and

·

Ft. Lauderdale,

year out of 8,000 applicants,"
Yates says, "This threw us off in
delivering financial aid in an effic
ient manner. And the same stu
dents are doing it every year."
To stop them, Southern will fine
students who ftle late aid applica

it feared, unwieldy accounting
procedures were lengthening delays
in getting money to students.
But Dr. Marvin Yates, student
affairs vice chancellor at Southern,
a historically black college, says its
threat to fine tardy students wasn't
prompted by the Education Dept.
seminar. ,
"We had about 3,000 students
late with their applications this

loG
I
fiH
ER
Nc
NcER
.,.
O

Year round student representatives
needed to work for (2) national
group travel companies. Eam S's
Year Round.
and free trips

-

•

"And although there's considerable concern on many white campuses
to ease such tensions, there's really not much happening. Worrying about
it is a far cry from doing something about it."

THE ELECTRIC
TOUR '86

Bernardmo

apistrano

Black & White turning grey
HILADE

cations.this year.
University of Texas administrat
ors last week made a similar an
nouncement, hinting that students

• ••San.
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Att a cks h i t Sa n D i eg o St at e

Survey reflects
more· materialism
L

OS

ANGELF.S, CA (CPS) 

Students have become less
interested in liberal arts, are more
vulnerable to job pressures, are
probably less liberal but aren't
necessarily more conservative than
they were 20 years ago, a report
released last week by the Higher
Education Research I nstitute
(HERI) at UCLA says.
UCI.A, along with the Ameri
can Council on Education, surveys
orne 200, 000 college freshmen a
year about their college plans, their
ocial attitudes and their political
beliefs.
To mark the 20th anniversary of
the survey, HERI officials issued a
report summarizing some of their
major finds.
The most obvious change, says
HERI's Dr. K.C. Green, is in the
majors students choose. There
have been sharp drops in the
numbers of math, humanities and
liberal arts, science, and education
majors. Green says the biggest
increase has been in business.
"Students are going to college
(armed with) job preferences," he
says. "For the first time, we're
eeing the (number of students
aiming primarily) to be financially
well off increasing."
By the �e token, Green notes,
tudent interest in developing "a
meaningful philosophy of life" is
decreasing.
"We're in the materialistic age
now. The country is just emerging
from the worst economic period
since the thirties," he says. "It cut
a wide swathe across (the nation).
Students are saying 'I don't want
this to happen to me."'
Such "materialism" also keeps
showing up in surveys by the
Institute for Social Research (ISR)
at the University of Michigan,
which runs another annual nation
wide survey of student attitudes.
"We're seeing similarities (to the
UCLA study) in freshman state
ments on desired and preferred
work settings," the ISR's Dr. Jer
ald Bachman reports. "Students
prefer to be employed by large
corporations now."
Bachman suspects it's because

the job market is "too crowded
now. These kids are at the tail end
of the Baby Boom, and they are
going to suffer the most. "
Whatever the reasons, Green
thinks "the declining interest in
certain majors - like engineering
(which has lost about 68,000 stu
dents) - doesn't bode well for the
nation's future. "
"Every major has gone through
'boom/bust' cycles," says Bach
man. " When engineering was
flooded several years ago, fewer
students went in. "
Perhaps most suprisingly, Green
says the HERI surveys disprove the
popular notion that college stu
dents are becoming more conser
vative politically.
While fewer students now call
themselves "liberal," about the
same number of students call them
selves "conservative" today as 20
years ago.
The "real growth" area of the
collegiate political spectrum, he
says, has been among students who
call themselves "middle of the
road."
But when asked to take a posi
tion on specific issues, even stu
dents who label themselves as
"conservative" tend to espouse
traditionally liberal stances, Green
says.
The vast majority of students
support abortion rights, want a
bigger federal role in social issues
and would like to see defense
spending cut.
"The students know the issues,"
he explains. "There is a very clear,
very strong student support (base)
(See MA TERIALISM,page 8)

S

AN Diego State Univ

DIEGO, CA (CPS)
San
ersity
has been rocked by six sexual
assaults on the campus since Sep
tember.

Most recently, in late October, a
man raped a woman at gunpoint in
a campus bathroom.
Campus women, says student
patrol supervisor Robert McMan
us, are not becoming particularly
frightened, but they are using the
campus escort service more.
Last year, McManus's service
escorted an average of 80 to 100
women a night back to their dorms
and apartments. Traffic this year
has increased to 1 50 to 1 70 people
a night, he says.
Campus police also has put two
more officers on duty to walk the
school grounds at night.
Nevertheless, no one is quite
sure what to do about the crime
wave or why it's happening now.
"We've only had three or four
rapes in the last eight years," says
SDSU spokeswoman Sue Ryan.
"And I have no idea why they're
happening now.
No one, in fact, knows how
much of a problem rape whether committed by strangers or
by "acquaintances" - is on any
catn!>US.

"There is not any solid data
as to how comn1on rape is on
campuses," says Jane Chapman of
Resp onse
magazine,
a
Washington, D.C., publication
covering crimes against women
and children.
" However, all informat ion
points to the fact that they are
largely unreported," she says.
Pam Blackwell of the San Diego
"Crisis Team" agrees, adding that
'often when a woman is raped, her
emotions won't match what's hap-

Drabble !>

pened to her. She will call a couple
of days after it's happened, and
say with a cheery voice 'two days
ago a man raped me for six
hours. " '
Because of such trauma, "if
you're not aware of the situation,
you won't believe her. "
Occasionally, campus hysteria
about a rapist on the loose will
grow out of rumors. Last fall, for
example, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania students accused cam
pus police of covering up a series
of 1 1 rapes on the campus, only to
fmd the IUP student who began
the rumors admitted she fabricated
the story of her rape. There had
been no other recent assaults.
All too often, however, a cam
pus will suffer a crime wave.
During six weeks in November,
1985, four University of Illinois
women were assaulted.
Campuses usually respond with
beefed-up security patrols and ag
gressive safety education.
After the summer, l985, series of
rapes on and around the Central
Michigan University campus, for
instance, CMU housing officials
slipped under dorm flyers reading
"If your door was unlocked, more
than this could get in your room."
At San Diego State, "there ap
pears to be no connection in any of
the attacks," Ryan says.
In September, campus police
arrested a 21-year-old SDSU stu
dent on suspicion of rape, but
released him when the victim re
fused to testify.
Police have made no other ar
rests in the cases, some of which
were reportedly "date rapes."
Rape became a major issue on
campus last year when an 1 8-year
old student reported being at
tacked by more than one man at a

�
J}

oow �1'
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party at the Pi Kapp� Alpha
fraternity house. The distnct attor
ney's office said there wasn't en
ough evidence to press charges, but

For Sale

Classifieds

Personals

83 Buick Skyhawk-4 door sports

type automatic, new brakes, new
tires, AM/FM stereo cassette
$5790
condi tion.
excell ent
Nina
428,
473-3
Call
(negotiable).
Mavik .
Mustang "78" V-8, A-T, A/C ,
AM/FM stereo, runs sood, great

interior. Asking $800 944-7268

·

Employment
$ 1 6,040 $59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call (805)
ext. R-1977 for current

G overnment

lJ P"
university investigators COIIlClde.l
th
and
ed
re.
occurr
an attack had
the fraternity off campus for fiYt
years.
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Happy Birthday Gordy

I love you sweetheart.

"Sorors of AKA"
just wanna say "Hi"
rise
S
all . . . but I gotta go!
ya
ove
l
an

dll

-

ciao from Italy -

Chris G. & James G. -

Miss ya!
See ya soon !
ciao from Italy Confidential to The
Snugglebunny: We are going
have a blast this weekend ! ! I
you ! ! Hugs, S.L.

Memo ry's Dance and Theatre Shop
Tights-Leotards-Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round

A ccessories and Make-up
On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688

NON-STOP
COPY SHOP

�
�

Kinko's is open

24 hours. Come

in anytime for fast

service, outstanding quality, and low, low prices.

kinko·s·
Open 24 hours.

956 W. Robin hood Dr.

JUST IN TIME FOR THE
GIFT GIVI NG SEAS ON

W ALKMAN STY LE
STEREO
PLA YER
SUPER PRICE D $ } 4 8 8

Not only will you get your choice of a
Maci ntosh 512K Enhanced or a Maci1itosh

COL ORFUL
Q UA RT Z MO VE ME NT
SUPE R SPEC IAL $ 3 9 8
•

Un ive rs i ty Bo ok Store
•

S tock t on, CA 952 1 1

•

(209) 946·2 329

get the"Write Stuff '
at the
t price .

when you buy a Maci ntosh "Write Stuff''
bundle before January 9, 1987. you'll receive
a bundle of extras- and save $250.

WAT CHES

--

957-1 204

:This holiday se�n,
�ow you can get the competitiYe
edge when classes begin i n january. With a
Maci ntoshT\1 personal computer, and all the
unte extras.
We call it the Maci ntosh ''Write Stuff''
bundle. You'll cal l it a great deal! Because

.

U nh·e rslty Cente r

-

Plus, you'll also get an Image Writerr" 1 1
pri nter. the perfect solutio n for produc ing
near letter-q ualit> term papers or reports ,

complete with graphs charts. and
illustrations.
Plus, you' l l get MacLightnin g,
the prem1er spellin g checker con
tainin g an 80,000 word dict ionarv

thesaur us. medical or legal dictiona ries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
process ing software. you can transform

your notes i nto the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. A nd
turned in on t i me.

What's more. there's a Maci ntosh
Support Kit fil led with valuab le accessories
and computer care products from 3M.*

Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Maci ntosh runnin g long after
you've graduated.

Let us show you how to get throu gh
col lege better, faster, and smar ter. Stop i n
and see u s for more infor mati on.

with optio ns fo�

Save $ 1. 00 off the co mb ine d pri ce of a Ma
cinto sh an d i ma ge W .t I I
Rec�1ve a free c py of Ma cl igh
·
tni
ng wi th a retail va lue of
�
,
$
1
·
R eceive the Ma can tos h su pport kit
fre e wi th a retail va lue
of $ 50 .

�;r

The Pacifican
Nov. 1 3, 1 986

Dear Editor:

The flyer on my windshield last
Friday said it simply: "UOP
TIGH TWA DS: GET A PER
M IT . ' ' Preside nt McCaf frey' s
open letter that same day said i t a
bit more diplomatically, expressing
"disappointment that some mem
bers of our faculty and staff have
elected not to participate in the
C•n-campus parking plan. "
Suddenly, I felt like a civilian
wandering by mistake onto a bat
tlefield, only to be shot at by
both sides. I wanted to say, "Hold
on a minute, fellows. I'm not the
frrst person to park here . And I
won't be the last. "
As a matter o f fact, students,
staff, and faculty have been
parking on neighborhood streets
for decades: ever since the days
when Delta College occupied what
is now UOP's South Campus.
Most residents learned to co-exist
with daytime on-street parking
years ago. The inconven ience
seemed a small price to pay for
being near a university that en
hanced the value of their property.

ce a nd 'Fh eat r
e Sh op

lards-Sh oes
<'l lta l� } ·ear R ou
nd
ies and Make-up
nsidc Tow n & Count
ry Petit

c A v e , 462-5688

es

pea ker justifie s dec isio n
FAHtor:
tbe sake of all Pacifican
it is necessary to clear up a
misundetstandin� which ap
in the editorial "Compromise
' in the November 6, 1986
The Pacifitan.

OP
OP

the Speaker of the ASUOP
I feel it is important that
additional information be
in regard to the recent
of the Co ns tjtu e nt
Pooled Fund.
Constituent School Pooled

. Com e in anytime for fast
<tua lity, and low, low prices.

_, ..,.,. established by the Senate
end of the 1 985-86 term
it approved the current ASU
While every school is
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that this figure was not set
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Senate had the task of
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for use
the schools. Re
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As you can see, not every
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COI:nmdru:e to make recom1ons to the full Senate for
�rov:al. The Fmance Commit
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the case of COPA's request
lhe Senate, · no funding was
f'WIIliDleoded. COPA had request
over S4000 to distribute course
to students, but the
decided that they could not
fund this project sufficiently. A

J)roject of this magnitude could not

be effective with minimal funding

and COPA did not indicate to the
Finance Committee or the Senate
that any other funding was avail
able for th(: project. It was the
decision of the Senate, therefore,
to provide no funding for the
project.
Both the Finance Committee
and the Senate agree that an
evatfuttion o f courses would be of
value to the students, however, the
Senate will not allocate funds to a
project, no matter how valuable,
unless the project has a chance at
success.
It is important to note that no
school received full funding from
the pooled fund. With one excep
tion, no school received funding
for all of its programs. Three o t
of four constituent schools were
faced with the fact that at least one
of their requests were not funded.
It is unfortunate in COPA's case
that the only request they made
was of a nature which prohibited
funding. There simply was no
guarantee that every school would
receive some of the available
funds.
Let m e further point out that
this money is not the only money
available to the schools. The Con
stituent School Pooled Fund is
designed to give some additional
money to schools who can show a
need beyond what is normally
allocated. This year COPA will
receive nearly $8, 145 which they
can use virtually anyway they
wish. We have not prohibited
COPA from completing this pro
ject, we have merely prohibited. the
use of pooled funds for the evalua-

u

tio ns .

It is my hope that I have helped
to clarify this matter. As always, I
invite any comments or criticism
which anyone might have. Please
feel free to contact me at ASUOP

(946-2233).

Norman E. Allen
ker of the Senate
Spea
ASUOP

Pige ons
dro p fow.l
lang uage

Dear Editor:

I sat in class the <'�t het da\ ,m,J
heard a peculiar '>llll lld c"t \ll H ilg
from outside. It bega n "" 3 It"'"
"cooing" and grev. i11 1 1 1 an t:Tiia·
ting symphony of fl)wl ianguage. I
looked out the v.indu\\ ttl \\ Hne:.s
what apparently was a marital �pat
happening outside my En)llish Re
naissance class on t he �c.:ond fluur
of Knoles Hall . For all I 1- nl!\' . t ile
he- pigeon w a� c o n t e m p l a t i n g
suicide by jumping and not flap
ping. The reason behind his attempt

could well have been his .;;cn'>c of
failure to provide an adequate
home for his mate as t hey btllh
inhabited a small corner atop
Knoles Hall. This t ragic scene
made me face the reality of pigeon
life on the UOP campus. Rather
than construct a fourth floor to
Knoles Hall for the pigeons com
fort, my solution is that the
ASUOP Senate use its power to
bring some owls to Knoles Hall.
The pigeons are disruptive ttl
class session and, therefore, the�
must be relocated without harming
them. Fake owls can be used t o
scare the pigeons off t o '\omc other
building away from class sessions.
The American Telephone and Tel
egraph building in New York City
used on 18' inflatable owl bought
for $5 at a K-mart store to solve
their problem . The Tanglewood
Amphitheatre in Lenox, Mass.,
where the Boston Symphony Or
chestra performs, used a dozen
plastic owls to curve their " very
disturbing" pigeon problem . The
ASUOP Senate needn't spend one
cent , as the owls can probably be
made as a project of the Art
Departm ent ! Such a simple
safe solution should be tried iu
order to better the environmental
atmosphere of Knoles Hall .

Antonio Porras II

age faculty member in his fifties
has another 10 years to shell out
$500 in parking fees. Younger fa
culty and staff will pay even more.

"The University has a responsibility to provide parking
space for its employees at little or no cost. . . "
-Roger Mueller
they haven't , for reasons of econo
mics and convenience.
The parking "solution" the ad
ministration came up with relieved
the University of any obligations to
find funds for the improvements.
Instead, the burden was shifted
onto faculty, staff and students,
with faculty and staff asked to bear
a substantially higher portion of
the cost. Under the current fee
structure, four-year students will
pay $200 toward construction and
maintenance of the new lots.

_

Is that fair?
The University has a responsibil
ity to provide parking space for its
employees at little or no cost, just
as it provides them with office
space, typewriters, brooms, mops,
and chalk. Until the administration
assumes this rightful responsibility,
it has no business scolding the
faculty and staff for "lack of
consideration. "
The on-street parkers, like the
poor, will always be with us, not
because parking there is cheaper,

lJear Editor:

I am upset after reading Antonio
Pon-as' editorial in the November
6th issue of The Pacifican.
Porras' arrogant "I got a good
education and belong in a universi
ty, and anybody who is not as
smart as me does not deserve to be
in a university" attitude is selfish.
He claims that UOP has been a
snap for him, just a continuation
of high school, and that some of
his high school knowledge is con
sidered extraordinary at the col
lege level.
Porras feels the solution to the
problem of unqualified college
students is college reforms. Re
foqn such.as raising=. admissions
anti curriculum standards, would
pull the rest of the education
system up "by the boot straps. "
Porras thinks that i f college stan
dards are higher, the nation's edu
cation problem will be answered. I
do not think Porras is right. The
education system must be impro
ved at every level, and improve
ments are most critical in the
primary school years.
Does Porras really think that
SAT scores and college placement
test scores will rise if college
admission
requirements
are
tougher? Does he stop to think
that maybe co1lege requirements
have dropped across the United
States because a large percentage
of students are not receiving a
quality primary and secondary

education?
I took college-prep courses dur
ing my four years in high school,
worked hard and did well, yet I did
not receive a good education. My
college-prep courses did not pre
pare me for college. One of my
English courses, World Literature
and Philosophy, was taught by a
man who hung around my class
room so he could collect his pay
check. He used to show us Smm
films of his karate competitions.
One day he brought his one year

old daughter to class. As he lectur
ed, cracking peanuts open, his little
girl rode back and forth across the
front of the classroom on a hobby
horse. I never read any literature,
but he did try to tell us about those
Greek philosophers. He did test us
however. He gave true or false tests
with questions similar to "Who's
buried in Grant's tomb?"
According to an article which
appeared in the September 5th
issue of The Christian Sdence
Monitor, "20 percent of 12-year
olds couldn't find the United
States on a map; 50 percent of 1 7
year olds couldn't place the Civil
War in the correct half of the
century. " The Educational Testing
Service (ETS) officials say writing
proficiency among the na.i<'n 's
elementary and secondary school
students is by no means adequate.
Only two out of every ten 17-year
old students tested could write a
persuasive letter, using argumenta
tion and reasoning ski1ls; only four
out of ten write "acceptable
informative prose. " If that is not
bad enough, more than a third of
the 17-year-olds tested had never
received
writirlg instruction in
school.
Since writing is a vital basic skill,
is seems to me that a certain
number of units should be required
for completion of writing courses
for high school graduation. But

yet, Porras says the problem will
be solved by tougher college
requirements. I am confused. If
students today are graduating from
high school without mastering
their basic skills, then how are they
ever going to get to that point of
taking college-prep courses? I do
not believe that college students are
testing low on tests because they
are lazy, as Porras implies. Instead
1 think that the problem lies within
the entire educational system. I
believe the reforms should start
with primary and secondary
schools.

I I ·,

Now is also the time to come up
with a new schedule of parking
fees that will take an unfair burden
off the backs of the University
employees.

Roger MueUer
English Department

A bad primary and secondary
education cannot produce out
standing students. However, stu
dents like me who have received a
shoddy education can work hard
and overcome the shortcomings of
their education, if they are at least
given the chance to gain more
knowledge by attending college.

Janet Yarborough
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Adam Roybal
Sophomore
Computer Science

It 's not necessary but it 's
jun. You can have functions
without alcohol.

I think they should be able
to drink if they want to. No
one should be put in the
position where mey have to
drink.

Matt Herreid
Junior
Pre-Law

but because it's more convement .
A parking lot next to the football
stadium is no match for a space on
Mendocino when you're headed
for the conservatory or the library.
Given the choice, most people
would rather park on Stadium
Drive than tote a briefcase from
the tennis courts to the Tower. The
neighbors know this. They just .
need to be reminded of it and
reminded also of how a nearby
university protects their property
values.
This administration has always
been sensitive to the needs of the
city, and indeed Pres1dent McCaf
frey has been a leader m the move
to revitalize Stockton'<; Image.
Now is the time for him to use his
respected position in the com
munity to smooth the ruffled fea
thers of our neighbors.

I m p rove p ri ma ry ed u cati o n fi rst

Chris Scott
Senior
Physical Education

I don 't thin k it 's necessa,
ry. The problem is that �t
goes overboard. It co.ntrr
butes back to the envzron
ment.

er

Faculty and staff, who hopefully

will be here a longer time, are being
asked to pay an even greater por
tion of the bill. For example, the aver

Pacific Talks
Clark Lam
Sophomore
Communications

g e W n· t
c i nt o s h and I m a f $ 1 oO ·
e o f $ 60
·
th a reta i l v alu
eo
alu
i
v
l
ta
re
w it h a

If parking on the streets is a
long-established practice, then why
are the President and the residents
taking pot shots at the parkers?
The cause, ironically, is the Univer
sity's attempt to alleviate parking
problems. Th!! new lots should
have kept us all off the streets , but

5

j

From my experrence a� a
rush cha irm an, I t h m k
dry-rush is inappropriate. A 1cohol is necessary lO brelfk
the Greek-Non Grf!ek barrrer
that exists on t�JS ca'!'Pf!S·
Reasonable soc1al drmkmg
should be an integral part of
.

------ -----�--��--�m�e:n���rus�h:·-------,.. .

Ben amin Durban
Semor
Communication

I think it 's essential. You
have to see both sides of a
person. When the person
drinks you see his other side.
Alcohol is a big part of
fratern ities.

-----J

----
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.

- ----
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A l o ca l pu b reg u l a r
By Janet Yarbrough

Guest Wnter

I

used to sit in classes bored,

listening to lectures, and
daydreaming of studying in an
exotic, faraway country. I felt like
I was going to scream if I had to
read one more chapter. I longed to
learn something that was not just
priPt� in a li<'nl<, but gained
through experience
as
well.
Desperate to add some spice-t o my
college career, I decided to study
abroad in England for a semester.
· I chose a program of study that
required many hours of teaining
and using methods and techniques
for field study. For one month
during this program, I was com
pletely on my own working on an
independent study project.
·
M love for the countryside
helped me decide to study folklore
in a rural area of England near the
Welsh border. However, the coun
trySide posed two problems for
me. The fJISt problem was that
there was not any available trans
portation other than my feet. I had
to walk a mile and a half just to
eat, and sometimes even further to
interview people.

y

The second problem I had was
interviewing people. The English
are hard to get to know because
they put on a tough front. They do
not seem to be very friendly and
are not outgoing in general, but
once they let you get to know
them, they can very well become
friends for life. However, I
discovered that the country people
were even harder to get to know
and to interview than the city
people I had experienced. I found
that many of the people I talked
with wanted me to prove myself or
earn the information I needeci
before they would help me with
any other information. So, I had
to become a regular at the local
pub.
Yet, I ran into even more dif
ficulty interviewing. Becoming a
regular at the local pub was a must

in order for me to establish source!\
for my project. An overindulgence
of alcohol was the usual outcome
of many hours of research at the
pub. I could not just sit there and
not drink while I was trying to pry
any bit of information I could out
of unsuspecting locals.
One day, I walked down to the
pub for lunch and met some real

U O P i nte rnati o n a l
Thanksgiving Dinner

. � students staying on campus over the Thanksgiving vacation are

.

mVIted to attend a traditional Thanksgiving Dinner on Thursday
November '1.7 at the Bechtel International Center. The festivities
besin at 4 p.m. There is no charge; however, attendance is limited
so reservations must be made early. Tickets can be picked up at the
Office of International Services starting November 14.

.

will

·

Travel Document Requests
Foreign students planning to go out of the country over the
Oui.stmas vacation period should make requests for uavel documents
from International Services after Monday, November 1 7 . All students
making requests should bring in their passports and white 1-94 forms.

F-1 students should bring page 3/4 of the last 1-20 issued to them and

their gold I-20 ID form. Those students who do not have a page 3/4

should fill out a request form for the issuance of a new 1-20 and allow
additional time for this request to be processed . J-1 students need to
have a current IAP-66 form in order to uavel. Dependents of both F-1
and J-J .students who wlll be traveling or returning to the U.S. alone
'
will 'need to' carry their own lmmi�ration documents.

characters. Five older gentlemen
were sitting in a circle, exchanging
stories. I slowly worked my way
over to them, listened to them talk
for awhile, and then decided to
ask them a question. "So," I
asked, "did do any of you know
anything about cider-making?"
(Cider being a popular alcoholic
drink made on farms in the area).
Of course, all of them knew about
cider-making and drinking.
One of the men got a huge smile
on his face and said "The only way
you'll ever learn about cider is to
drink it." Two pints of potent
Blackthorn Cider later, I had
discovered little besides the way
back to my bed and breakfast.
Another difficulty I encountered
' �< hile trying to interview was get
ting people to tell about their
folklore. Part of the problem was
that the information that I wanted
was such common everyday
knowledge that I had to slowly
chip away at the people until they
realized that they did know
something useful to me. One
Englishman I met seemed to really
want to help, and he did so by in
troducing me to sources (people
who could give me information for
my project). When I would ask
him questions concerning legends,
myths or superstitutions, he would
tell me he did not know anything.
Yet, when I would tell him stories I
had learned from others, he knew
them too. He would smile and say
he just did not realize he knew the
folklore.
Now that I am back from
England, m)l mind is constantly
filled with memories of my ex
perienc� . The most vivid of my
memones surround that month I
spent researching, meeting old
characters in pubs, and hiking
through the countryside to find a
place to eat and sources for my
project. This experience not only
provided me with a wealth of jour
nalistic experience, but also with a
more abundant understanding of
people, life in general, and most
imponantly, my capabilities.

:
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Five games is the average lifo-span of a major league baseball.

$370 is the price of a black market Jane Fonda workout
eocassete
t in Moscow.
vid
•
The purchase price of a parking SJ)ace in New York Oty's ftrst

:

t condominium parking garage was $29,00>.
•

Lov e as a com modity
set a p rice
look for buyers
advertise to entice
A p otential sale
If it can be called
But ifyou fail
Could the p rofit motive befla
When the market grows bleak
A nd returns diminish
Continue to seek
Until a sale youfinish
So when you finallyfind
The one that will purchase
Realize love is in the mind
and not at the brokerage
By Keith Stot
Spring, 1985
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: The most common day and date to fall together are Friday and +
:
: the 13th.
'The percentage of baseball players signed to professional contracts :
t
: who never appear in a major league game is 92 percent.
: Mountain Dew has the highest caffeine content of any soft drink :
• in the United States.
•
• Thirty-five percent of all

high

�

school graduates can't balance a

: checkbook.
+
+
: Vanna White makes one and a half million dollars a year.
: . The av�e number of pencils that David Letterman throws over
• his shoulder one show is four!
: Forty-seven percent of all statistics are useless!
: -compiled by Robyn Bullard, Feature Editor.

.
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Pain and suffering
who is to say
what to do
look above, look below
find a lamb to offer
a solution of none
for the wind still blows
through the screams of the mill'
The self too important
forget the other
we are still islands
our roots entwined
all can feel the quiver
of the blood let of none
washing through our minds
or the hunger of another
as the face is filled
tVant and gain at the meek's
to the c latter and jingle
of brass in p ocket
led by the righteous
when evil is good and its word is
truth
where can we turn to?
with thousands of years looking to
the heavens
maybe the answer is the fall from
grace
of our p itiful race
by the fires of our own
By Keith St«
Winter, 1985
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The highest number of schools attended by one person is 265 1
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The number of armed robberies in the history of Iceland is one.
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Tickets are $ 1 5/ a�vance, and $ 16.50/day of show . . .

+

•
•

You can catch David Sanborn and special guest at th +
paramount Theatre in Oakland on Saturday, November I S at 8 p.m ,
or at the Warfield Theatre on Sunday, November 16 at 8 p.m. Tickets +
are $17.50/reserved . . .
•

�:

•
•

Pam f!nd Sl.iff
JIIDy !�� ��� show is sold out, but there may still be seating +
ering
·ho Lr to say
· at tlie Arco Arena m Sacramento on Wednesday, November 26 at 8
I l lo do
p.m. Tickets are $ 18.50 . . .
+
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spend an evening of Music and thoughts with Judy FjeU on Monnone
for th wind sti
day; November 17, at 7: 30 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Admission is free +
ll blo-ws
throu h the
card holders, and $2 for all others. This is sponsored by +
�creams of the to ASUOP
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The Composers Oub will . perform on Monday, November 17, at
er
of th� blood Jet of
:IS p.m. in the Long Theatre. Admission is free.
none
+
M fhmg thro
ugh our minds
+
or the hunger of an
other
as the face is fille
Resident Artist Series: Warren Van Bronkhorst, violin, and Carol
d
+
Hays, piano, will perform in the Long Theatre on Friday, November +
A"ant and gain at the
mMc's
to th clatter andjin
+
14 at 8:1 5 p.m.
gle
of brass in pocket
The UOP Jazz Ensemble will be back in Long Theatre on Friday,
/('d b th righteous
+
2 1 , with a salute to the Count Basie Orchestra and special
November
whm e-.iJ is good and
+
its IWJtti IS.
�JT��I�gements of some classic tunes of the '30s and '40s. The concert +
truth
will begin at 8:15 p.m. Admission is $2/General, free to students.
..,..h re can we tum to?
+
with thousands ofyears to
otm,
The fiftieth annual Padflc Piano Festival and Competition will •
th h avens
.
commence at 9 a.m. o n Saturday, November 22 , and coneIude Wl' th +
mayhe the ans wer is thejaUfi
the awards presentation at S:45 p.m. Included in the day's events are +
ru e
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of our pitiful race
b.•• the fires of our own

Master

classes conducted by Conservatory faculty members, Wolf- +
png Fetsch, and Frank Wiens. Admission consists of a SS auditing
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,_
,�.

+
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was packed to the hilt. There were
at least twenty people who had to
sit or stand on the floor because
the riser seats had filled.

Eleven dance pieces of various
styles were presented and carried
off relatively very well.
The first was performed by the
Intermediate Jazz Dance Class,
and· with a funky tune by Run
DMC, it was pretty good. I must
admit however, that it was

·

·

w

from the clicks and pops we find in
the old "monophonic" recordings
from the 60's.
Brown has outdone himself with
this album. His energy is as con

By Bill Funkhouser
Music Cntic

hen the music's not really
Funk, not Gospel, not quite

.

·

sharing the spotlight with such
artists as Alison Moyet, Steve

he gave us his decisive sound with
more hits like "Out of Sight, "
"Ain't That a Groove, " and " I

FF

nd,
Shenanigan's may have some competition starting .this weeke
s
open
club
rught
y
comed
when f.auabs Unlimited, the valley's original
The
from
doWIJ
doors
f�
a
jl_lSt
.its new location here in Stockton. It's
Oyster and The Duck in the Venetian Bndges Shoppm� Center
(Comer of March and Pershing.) Call 95 1-LAFS for pnces and
showtimes.
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controversial HaJJ Mary will show at 9 p.m. only
.
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The UOP Department of Prama and Dance will soon present Noel
Coward's comedy, Hayfever. Performances will be in the DeMarcus
+ Brown Studio Theatre on Novemt �r 21 , 22, and December 4, S, 6 at 8
+ p.m., and on November 23 a, 2 p 1. Tickets are $4/0eneral, and
$2/students, staff, and senior citizc:lS. Call 946-21 18 for more
information.
+
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New Gallery exhibit

•
•
•
·•
Brown a firm stand in the music of •
•
the 80's. The pace of "Turn Me
•
Loose, I'm Dr. Feelgood" is al
most too much for Brown. It
almost gets away from him but his
untiring drive keeps him in control.
People will enjoy 'Brown' s fam
iliar "Living In America" which is

:•

•
•

probably on its way to being
overplayed
on
the
radi o .
"Goliath" i s not a particularly

i

•
• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••

- Juniors,Seniors & Grads.

cov�r charge, and t
Saturday night at 8 and 10:30 p.m. There's a $5
.
d�ails
+
more
for
01
474-�3
reservations are required. Phone

·

BEAR

:+

:•
Catch the Comedy at Shenanigan 's Comedy Club at the �toc kton
y and :
Ramada. They've got the best in stand-up humor every Fnda
+
UC lHEATR E:
This �eekend:
9 p.m.
Tonight: Kiss of the Spiderwo17UIII , 6 and
Fnday and
on
p.m.
9
and
a IVcho film festival showings at 6
the ever
day:
Tues
ay
Sund
Saturday, 3, 6, and 9 p.m . on

LD

+
+

albums, and the modern recording
techniques are a welcome change

His, Gravity seems to defy any
aging process for Brown who must
be nearing his 60's by now. So, if
you want one of the best albums
on the market today, and you like
Rock, Funk, Gospel, or Rhythm
and Blues, this album will not
disappoint.

:+

Got the Feeling" (featured on the
Cosby Show a few weeks ago). All
together he has over 85 million best
sellers and a repertoire of nearly
_900 songs.

� �� �=�

Stones and should be a part of
more people's record collections.

r···c·�·.;;; d;·;�·�·�·��··-··1
aggressive singer has been around
as long as the Beatles or the Rolling

Winwood,
and
Stevie
Ray
Vaughn .
The
title
song,
"Gravity," reminds us of Brown's
ability to (Uh! ) really (Yah!) belt
out (Ow! ) lyrics like (Hah !) no one
else in the (Good God! ) industry .
Steve Winwood's synthesizer blan
ket on "How Do You Stop" gives

:

:+

noteworthy son�;, other than the
hot alto sax solo by Maceo Parker.
'MACEO! Tigilten it up! "
This album is a solid package
and probably some of the best
wor.k James Brown has ever done.
As with his other albums, Brown is
giving us 1 000 percent . This

tagious as ever but this time he is

Rock , and not exactly Rhythm and
Blues it must be James Brown.
This dynamic performer has been
producing some of t he most
energetic and motivating music
since he hit the charts in 1 956 with
hits like "Please, Please, Please"
and " Papa's Got a Brand New
· Bag. " Through the 60's and 70's

:

·

interesting dance, but I'm sorry,
Post just took the spotliaht.
Next came some selections from
the Department of Drama and
Dance's last production, Anything
Goes. These selections ''Delovely,"
and "Heaven Hop," -were performed
by the people who did them in the
musical, and its obvious they haven't
lost their touch. Minus the full
band and the flashy costumes, the
songs were performed just as well
as they had been last month.
'The last two dances, "You Are
Not Alone," and "Tango Trance,"
were both rhythmic and visually
exciting. The concert seemed to
start out quietly and end with a
crescendo .
All the dancers deserve a round
of applause, but special recog
nition should go to the chore
graphers: Elizabeth Agardy, Ana
Frenes, Beth King, Scott Mar.�h,
Janine Nelson, and Kathy Torian.

J a me s B r own sti l l o n to p

Recently he released the album
You can catch the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Jazz Band in the Rat
which has made it quickly
Gravity
------��-tl every Thursday night from 8 to 10 p . m . . . , and, if you're really into +
s.
m
t
2 i !
·
·
p
e
jazz
t
a
or just like cool music, the new Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
.�l)l�- 8
:g
,..,.
.
.,.
..
.
.
¥f2ift"OT
4'?2.·::�
b
ate
, � OW
+
his "bell-bottom" slacks on this
or details
album you may feel inclined to
check the issue date just to be sure
+
DELTA COLLEGE:
+
this is not a misplaced album from
+
the " Oldies" section . J ames
The genuine Vienna Boys Choir will perform at Atherton Auditorium +
Brown's look has not changed,
on Thursday, November 13 at 8 p . m . Tickets are $ 1 0 and $ 1 5 .
from his gaudy 70's-style jackets
+
and silk handkerchiefs to his
Delta Drama will present Man of Mode in the T1'II'1e Lew1s +
" Pepsodent Smile." The sound
Playhouse on November 7,8, 1 3 , 14, 1 5 , at 8 p . m . , and on November 9 +
has become a little more modern.
+
and 12 at 2 p.m. Admission is $7/general.
+
In the background, new synthesiz+
ers have replaced the primitive
STOCKTON NIGHTLIFE:
electric organs we hear in his earlier

iiiii!IIP.-m
i
�;o;nt

"Six Chairs" was followed by
two pieces from the Children's
Creative Dance Program . The
first, "Market Festival Dance"
was performed by six girls, 8ges
eight to eleven, prancing to a
catchy steel drum beat. The se
cond, "Halloween Hoppin," was
performed by eight girls, ages four
to seven. Talk about cute, these
kids were wonderful! What they
lacked in ability, they more than
made up for with energy.
The Intermediate Modern
Dance Class presented a full and
classy number, accompanied by
student David Post on the piano.
Post actually got into the act at the
start of the next dance presented by
the Beginning Ballet Class. Unable
to succeed in impressing three
ballerinas with a few tap steps, a
modem movement, and some (well
done) turns, he proceeded to the
piano to play their music. It was an

The second piece was by the
Beginning Modern Dance Class. It
was a moody piece with three
dancers, and was performed quite
well. The third piece was even
better, performed by instructors
Elizabeth Agardy and Beth King.
The fourth dance was probably
my favorite. Entitled "Six Chairs
and a Man," with a great tune by
the Peguin Cafe Orchestra, it cons
isted of six bouncy women, their
chairs, and their books. When lone
male dancer, Charles Nothdurft,
enters, the women melt, fawn, and
chase him. Their leader, wonder
fully danced by Lisa Panella,
finally succeeds in seducing him ,
the music ends, and the lights fade
to black. It wasn't just good
dancing, it was fun to watch.
Choreographer Scott Marsh de-

"An evening of informal dance
work, " and it was exactly that. No
elaborate costumes, no special sets
or lighting , just a lot of students
and faculty members having fun
and impressing the audie nce.
Friday, the night I went, the place

:

:

serves a hand for this one.

reography, but my guess is that
i�as just opening night jitters.

he Fall Studio Dance Con
cert , which took place in the

UOP Dance Studio last Thursday
and Friday nights, professed to by

i

Tickets are SIS/reserved . Call

will be per�orming with Bad Company
on Friday,
at 8 p.m. m the Henry J. Kaiser
14,
er
b
em
ov
N
Convention Center

.311

probably the least coordinated
number, not because of the cho

By Dev in Patr ick

+
CONCERTS:
azz guitarist s�ey Jordan and Diane �bu
ur will be performing
J
. nua Theat
at the Fox Califo
+
re (238 E. Main Street, Stock
ton) on

fridaY. NovembeJ; 14 at 8 p.m.
.
1{,2-2692 for more mformation . . .
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APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS !
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spoQts

U ta h State d ea ls so rry l oss
Sp.:rts Ed1tor

7 p.m.

Water Polo at UC Irvine
Friday, November 14
Water Polo at UC San Diego
Booster Oub Luncheon at the
Holiday Harborside

3 p.m.
noon

Saturday, November I �
Football hosts Cal State Fullerton
Volleyball hosts Wendy's Classic
(USC, UCLA, Nebraska)
Water Polo at UC Santa Barbara

Sunday, November 16
Volleyball hosts Wendy's Classic
Water Polo at CS Fullerton
Tuesday, November 1 8

2 p.m.
TBA
noon

TBA
3 p.m.

7 p. m .

Volleyball at San Jose State

.
Wendy's Classk Is Saturday

Wendy's Tiger Notes: In seven years, Pacific has won the \Vendy's
four times with Hawaii the only other champion. . . The Tigers have
advanced to the Wendy's Final all seven years, and haven 't lost an
opening round match. UOP is 1 1 -3 in its seven years of participation.
As the defending national champion, Pacific's appearance this sca�on
marks the fourth straight season and fifth overall that the dcfendmg
national champion will appear in the Wendy's field . Pacific's Wendy's
championship last seaso n also stands as the fifth time in seven years
that a Wendy's Classic titlist has advanced to become the eventual
national champion.

The Rankings:

CVCA
2. Pacific

NCAA

l . Pacific
6. UCLA
9. Nebraska

7. Nebraska
9. UCLA

UOP second place in
NorPac conference

Cal got 2 goals within a few

By Cathy Frazier
Staff Wnter

minutes of each other, late in the
frrst half to put the game out of
reach. Leigh McNiff, Lisa Bocchi
no, Debbie Worsley, and Kim
Morton all had strong games in
the season's finale.
Pacific finished the season in
second place in the NorPac confer
ence with a record of 5 - 3, and 7 7 overall; and had been ranked
20th in the nation for the past two
weeks.

T

T

hings could only get better
after the 44- 1 5 loss to San
Jose State during Homecoming.

�
�

times within the Aggies'
line. Norgaard also missed a
yard field goal.
" We've got two games to go.
we play flat like we did
today, we'll have � hard
winning a game. I don't know
well we'll play next Saturday.
we're going to play hard, "
Cope.
Cope's Tigers will face Cal

Offensive lineman, Aaron Flke,
sits as UOP loses 14-10.

USED TIRES

$12.99 & UP

- GUARANTEED

Mounting & Balancing
AVAI LABLE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
746 E. CHARTER WAY

. 943-9014

STOCKTON, CA

--

Fullerton this Saturday in the
home game of the season. If
Tigers lose the next two ..- ...-..,1 ...,....
they could tie for last place in !IIHI J.MIIj•... eight team PCAA. With a win
Fullerton, UOP will have a
to tie the 3-6 Utah State team, hn.tr�lnrm•·· 
barely keeping them out of
place.
Compared to the beginning
this season, wouldn' t it be
priate to state that Pacific
is a "Tiger" of a different color?

Vol leyba l l rei g ns su ccessfu l ly
SIJ(JrtS Ed1tor

By Brian Thompson

ark
M

Twain once wrote that
"Thunci.!r is impressive, but
it's the lightning the does the
work!" If Pacific's volleyball op
ponentc; had heeded the roar of the
all champion Tigers, perhaps the
lightning would not have been so
shocking.
Inst ead, three highly ranked
competitors, Stanford (No. I I in
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association), Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo (No. lO NCAA), and UC
Santa Barbara (No. 7 NCAA)
became casualties of the claw when
Pacific went on the road last
Thursday night.
The Stanford Cardinal was
plucked and disposed in a five set
game 1 0- 1 5 , 9- 1 5 , 1 5- 10, 1 5-3,
1 5-9. On Saturday, Cal Po1y-SLO
was defeated by the Lady Tigers in

a three set nnatch, 1 5-8, 1 5-2,
1 5- 1 2 . Finally, to conclude their
triumphant prowl on the road, the
Til!'!l'S won the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association match against
their season opening for UC Santa
Barbara, 1 6- 14, 14- 1 6, 1 7- 1 5 , 1 5- 1 .
I n the latter victory the Lady
Tigers proved that they don't just
get mad, they get even. Pacific had
already pounded plenty of points
down to boost their PCAA record
to 1 4- 1 when they trounced Cal
Ploy-SLO. But that game's success
was merely a prelude to avenging
their season opening loss to confer
ence rival UC Santa Barbara.
Pacific enters the week at 27-3
overall and 1 5- 1 in the PCAA.
Pacific's win Sunday afternoon
at UC Santa Barbara clinched at
least a tie for the 1986 PCAA
conference championship and guar
anteed them the top seed at the
PCAA Post-Season Tournament

Materialism
(Continued from page 4)

for typically liberal issues. The
only real place we saw a decline
was in 'law and order. "
Increasingly conservative o n that
point, more students agree that
"there is too much concern in the
courts for the rights of criminals"
than ever before.

November 20-22 at Cal State Long
Beach. With two conference match
es remaining on the Tiger schedule,
the worst Pacific could fmish is
with three losses. Hawaii's Rain
bow Wahaines are already in se
cond place with three losses, two of
those to Pacific.
The win over UC Santa Barbara
also snapped Pacific's own PCAA
record for the most consecutive
PCAA conference wins in a sea
son. Pacific had won 14 in-a-row
last season losing at Cal Poly-SLO
in the final week of the season. The
Lady Tigers carry a 1 2-mateh win
streak into this week's tournament.
The streak is just three shy of this
season's longest and the second
longest in Pacific history. The
all-time mark is a streak of 1 7
matches, set i n 1 983.
Tiger middle blockers Mary Mil
ler and Elaina Oden both were
among last week's blocking leaders
as released by the Collegiate
Volleyball Coaches Association
(CVCA). Oden ranked 7th with 1 .7 1
blocks pe r game while Miller rank
ed 1 9th with 1 .44 per game.

�I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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We've seen some modified shift.
There's more balance now between
the Republicans and Democrats,
but the largest number by far is still
not committed to either party. ' '
"Students are really not that
much different from the rest of the
country as a whole, " Bachman
notes, "and that's true in just
about
"

CALL

Th e Pa cif ica n

or sto p bv
Third Floo r, Han d H all

' ' SPRING BREAK' '
•

In

MAZATLAN , MEXICO

per tire

(wlcoupon)
�

$4999 _ $59 99
TOTAL!
(wlcoupon)

946-2 1 1 4

1987

$2.00 0FF

AN Y SET
OF 4
TIRES

against Cal Poly-SLO: and
against U C Santa Bar
McGrath also has hit above
six times in the past two
against Top Ten ranked teams.
The Tuesday night win
Fresno State promoted the
reign. Pacific secured its
ranking by simply smashing
Bulldogs 1 5-8, 1 5- 1 2, 1 5-6 to
its second straight PCAA title
a 16-1 record and 28-3 overall.
true spectacle will be at the
Center in the Wendy's
which is schedule d for
weekend .

Ad\(ertising
Representatives

"Democrats had a preponderance
(of student loyalty) ten years ago.

·-------·-------------�

from

$ 360 00
•

Includes :

•

(Limited Space)

per person

Quad .

R/T airfare from Stockton

or San Francisco

• 7 nights hotel accommodations
• airport I hotel transfers

• Depart March 7 , 1987
• $ 25 Non-refundable de
time of booking

posit du e at

• Full payment du e by Feb . 1
3 , 1 98 7

No vemb r 20.
Volume 77, I.

��t:n���-:�-------1

I s N o w Accepti ng Appl i cations f.or

Michigan' s Bachman notes
some other political changes, too.

---------------------,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

All-America candidate,
hitter Teri McGrath currently
ages a respectable 1 .29 blocks
game. McGrath has raised
season hitting percentage by
points over the last two weeks,
has recorded just one or
errors on six occasions with a
of 69 kills against just 1 5 errors
her last 24 games. The
junior from Long Beach hit
against San Jose State; .400
.643 in consecutive matches
Hawaii; .464 versus Stanford;

The Pacifican
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BI LLY JACKS

--

was good.
The battle climaxed as
quarterback, Tom Ponich
a 54-yard pass to Kendal
the UOP 10-yard line. Smith
received the next pass for a
down.
Pacific's offense was no
to be seen. The Tigers failed
capitalize on Aggie turnovers

Right?
Wrong.
ly at the wishbone. Members of his
The Utah State Aggies, not an
team are dropping like flies due to
incredibly dominant force in the
PCAA, beat Pacific 14- 1 0 Satur injury and players are calling it
quits.
day at Pacific Memorial Stadium.
The Aggies' offense is the worst
"It's one of those things you
in the PCAA in total yards, rus
can't do a thing about, " a dis
hing, passing, and scoring.
tressed Cope said. "We're not the
Utah State secured a victory late same team we were three weeks
in the game by going 97 yards in ago. It's like paint chipping. "
Somebody i s going t o have to
only two minutes and 1 8 seconds.
give the Tigers an extra coat of
The touchdown carne on an 8-yard
pass from Aggie quarterback Tom paint because there's two games
Ponich to Kendal Smith with 2:50 left and they can't afford another
left to play.
loss. Next season will require a
For the frrst time this season, it
fresh coat.
A recap of the game found UOP
was obviously apparent that Head
Coach Bob Cope was disappoint scoring frrst on a Ken Norgaard
field goal from 33 yards out. It
ed. . . let's make that frustrated
came after an 1 1 -play, 56-yard
. . . with his wishbone team.
"To be quite honest, it was the drive with 9:59 left in the first
quarter.
sorriest game we've played since
Utah State came back in the
the wishbone. I thought our of
second quarter with a quick 3-play
fense was the worst it's ever been
drive finishing with a touchdown
since I've been at Pacific, " said
by Sutton Hanzalik and an extra
Cope.
point by Dene Gamer.
Yes, it's a "Tiger" of a different
color.
With 42 seconds left in the third
Quarterback Hue Jackson ran quarter, Jackson tossed a touch-

he Pacific field hockey
team's game against Stan
ford, last Wednesday, was the
most crucial game of the season
for both teams. The winner of the
game became the league champion
and would go on to the NCAA
regional playoffs. Unfortunately
for Pacific, the game was marred
by poor officiating which gave
Stanford a 1-0 victory. The Tiger's
also lost to Cal, Saturday, to fmish
out the season.
The game against Stanford proved to be a defensive battle for
Pacific. Offensively the Tigers
couldn't get anything started.
Each time they got the ball on the
attack, they were stopped by the
Stanford defense or penalized
which gave the Cardinals posses
sion of the ball. The Tigers with
stood the test defensively, lead by
goalie Shari Megginngson with 25
saves, and by Donna Bonino and
Sheri Friedrich who rushed out of
the cage to break up many of
Stanford's penalty comer shots.
Stanford's score came with only
a few minutes left in regulation
time, when a Stanford player was
able to recover the ball from over
a foot out of bounds and center it
to her teammate for the score. Play
ers and fans were in total disbe
lief over the missed call by the offi
cial. "We've been told to play un
til the whistle, but we didn't because
we figured the call was so obvious �
and Stanford took advantage of it,"
stated senior Co-Captain Leigh Me��:::w..:l..&.i1:0�
Niff.
UOP's Usa Bocchino battles against Stanford's Andi Wolpert
In the Tiger's 2 - 0 loss to Cal,
·

down pass to UOP tight end
Waters. Norgaard's extra

the wishbone to its second-lowest
total ever, completing only six of
21 passes for 57 yards.
"l feel like I didn't do my job,"
said Jackson. "I'm at a loss for
word-;. 1 don't know what to say or
how to say it."
Cope's problems don't end simi?"

By Bryan Cruz

VAGABOND TRAVEL
Plum Tree Plaza
2 1 1 E . March Lane
Stockton , CA 95207
95 1 -95 1 2

